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New Year’s
resolutions
What themes do you expect to play a major role
in shaping the investment world in 2016, and
which managers or funds are best placed to take
advantage of these trends in the coming year?
CITYWIRE verdict
CHRIS SLOLEY, editor, citywire global
The year end is a fitting time for asset allocators to take stock and
assess what worked and what didn’t over the past 12 months. As leading
fund pickers focus on refining winning formulas, or turning fortunes back
into their favour, we canvassed them on the topics and themes they
expect to surface in the near future.
For the likes of John Lambert at Aria Capital, Win Win Iskandar at
Manulife and Gottex Asset Management’s Guillaume Ribiere huge
potential remains in the European equity story, which they see as
strongly supported by a determined central bank.
However, others view the new year as the perfect backdrop to build
protection, as volatility is likely to rear its head once again in 2016.
For example, Frédéric Bensimon at Convictions Asset Management,
is keeping a close eye on the opportunities that could arise in the
residential mortgage-backed securities sector.
For others, the uncertainty ahead is a good reason to stay firmly
within their comfort zones. Markus Linnes, of Eligo Asset Management
in Sweden, is therefore putting his capital to work in the Nordic region’s
long/short equity market to ride out globally-driven downturns.
Nobody has a crystal ball to see how these investment tactics will pan
out but here are some suggested strategies to stimulate your decisionmaking as we move into 2016.
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buyers’ verdicts
John Lambert

Aria Capital
Ireland

As the market readies itself for the imminent increase in
US interest rates, the clamour for yield should soon start
to dissipate. Mitigating the impact of unwinding yields
will be the first hurdle for investors in the next 12 months.
A sustained uptick in volatility, against a backdrop of indecisive equity
markets, could be another challenge. Investors will need to be more wary of
index-based investments and faith in good stock pickers should be rewarded.
That’s not to say that central bank intervention is going away anytime soon. It
is likely to play a considerable role in the direction of investment markets into
2016 and beyond.
Europe continues to offer an interesting and somewhat contrarian
opportunity for investors. Europe’s ability to restore sustained economic
growth is, as yet, unproven; however, the macroeconomic climate and a
weakened euro makes for an enticing environment for those corporates
positioned to take advantage.
Many investors are cash-heavy at present and the transition into risk assets
is not always an easy one, particularly when many asset classes look expensive.
However, we have used alternative approaches, typically a blend of uncorrelated
low beta strategies, to bridge that gap between security and risk. This theme
will remain relevant in 2016.
With the above in mind, funds that are likely to play a role in client
portfolios over the next 12 months include: Fidelity FAST Europe – European
Equity, managed by Anas Chakra; Fidelity Special Situations, run by Alex
Wright; Ruffer Total Return International, managed by Alex Lennard and
Jacques Hirsch; Pensato Europa Absolute Return, managed by Graham Clapp;
DB Platinum IV Systematic Alpha run by Winton Capital Management; and
Schroder UK Absolute Dynamic, managed by Paul Marriage and John Warren.

Win Win Iskandar

Manulife Financial Advisers
Singapore

For the past few years, all eyes have been on the US
economic recovery and the government’s intention to rein
in ultra-loose monetary policy. Going forward, investors
are likely to shift their focus to the Fed’s European counterpart – the ECB.
Mario sent a strong signal that the bank is prepared to extend its already
massive bond-buying programme beyond the end of September 2016. In
anticipation that European markets will be well supported by liquidity, we
have been tactically positioned to take advantage of the situation through
stakes in the Henderson European fund and the Allianz Europe Equity
Growth fund. The former has a bias towards large-cap European stocks and
generally adopts a ‘buy-and-hold’ strategy on its quality holdings. However,
the manager will sometimes invest in companies that have short-term
growth potential as well.
Themes that will possibly play out in the emerging markets space are India
and China. Investors are waiting to see if Modi can carry through reforms
on tax, land and labour, which are necessary to unlock India’s full growth
potential. Whether he is successful or not on these fronts, we believe the
PineBridge India Equity fund’s focused strategy of selecting best-in-class
stocks will continue to deliver for us over the long term.
China enthusiasts will be hoping its economy has a soft landing as growth
transitions towards a more sustainable path. Within this space we like
the Wells Fargo China Equity fund for its focus on identifying prevailing
investment themes within China and its flexibility to have up to 15% of its
portfolio in A-shares.

Fabio Catalano
AcomeA
Italy

In the next 12 months returns from most assets classes will be affected by
rising volatility. We have already had signs of this new environment in the
last couple of years in bonds, then in forex and last summer in equities. The
immediate future is likely to be even more uncertain as the Fed starts to raise interest rates. With
this outlook in mind, we prefer equities over bonds and within the former space we focus on Europe
and Japan. To smooth volatility, long/short strategies will play a part in our portfolio. In Europe
we favour: the Alken Absolute Return Europe fund run by Nicolas Walewski; Melchior European
Absolute Return, managed by Leonard Charlton; Threadneedle UK Absolute Alpha, run by Mark
Westwood and Chris Kinder; Oyster Market Neutral Plus, managed by Stefano Girola and Giacomo
Picchetto; and UBS European Opportunity Unconstrained, run by Max Anderl. To take advantage
of the steepening yield curve and the strong domestic recovery relative to global growth, we aim to
accumulate financials via the Fidelity Global Financial Services fund, managed by Sotiris Boutsis;
and Oddo European Banks, run by Alain Dupuis. In fixed income we prefer to invest in emerging
debt via local currencies where we find the best opportunities in terms of risk and return. In this
space we favour: Vontobel Eastern European Bond, managed by Daniel Karnaus; and Candriam
Bonds Emerging Debt LC, run by Geneviève Hamende.

Guillaume Ribiere

Gottex Asset Management
Switzerland

There is good chance 2016 will be another challenging year in terms of
capital allocation. Equity valuations remain close to, or above, historical
averages; interest rates will probably struggle to go much lower; and
investors are going to keep a close eye on central banks’ next moves, bearing in mind uncertainty
over Chinese and emerging market economies.
Within equities, I expect the lack of strong economic growth to favour managers focused on
stock selection and fundamentals, while macro newsflow will probably continue to drive shortterm volatility spikes. European equities remain a key interest for us and active managers
such as Robrecht Wouters, who runs the JO Hambro European Select Values fund, and Nicolas
Walewski, who manages the Alken European Opportunities fund, should be able to do well in
that context.
Regarding fixed income, the best placed managers will probably be those showing the ability
and flexibility to invest across the whole spectrum of instruments, from AAA-rated bonds to
high yield credit, as well as those with dynamic duration management. Ariel Bezalel, who runs
the Jupiter Dynamic Bond fund, could be well placed in that respect.
Alternative Ucits funds should continue to attract increased attention in a challenging
environment for traditional asset classes. The Majedie Tortoise fund, co-managed by
Matthew Smith and Tom Morris, is an example of an equity long/short strategy I favour for
its diversifying characteristics among peers, mostly as a result of its contrarian/asymmetric
type of investment philosophy.

Markus Linnes

Eligo Asset Management
Sweden

The next 12 months are likely to be volatile and characterised by
uncertainty surrounding the macro climate with little indication about
how the central banks will act. In this climate, equity funds with a broad
investment mandate, on both market exposure and stock selection, have the potential to
outperform those with stricter remits. Within the hedge fund area, we favour strategies with a
clear market-neutral approach, which instead focus on pure alpha within their core area. In both
spaces mentioned above, we prefer funds from smaller companies, where the right conditions
exist for benchmark outperformance. The fund that we believe is best placed to take advantage
of these trends in the coming year is the Catella Nordic Long Short Equity, managed by Ola
Mårtensson and Martin Nilsson.
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Helge Rutgersen

Frédéric Bensimon

Pioner Fonds

Convictions Asset Management

Norway

Investment returns for the next 12 months are likely to be limited,
perhaps to half of normal expected returns, with a further increase
in volatility. This means we have to pick the right funds – those
that perform strongly in down periods, and deliver sound absolute returns in up markets.
We remain relatively upbeat on European, Nordic and Japanese equities. Michael
Constantis’ BGF European Special Situations fund is still our main exposure to
European equities. Even though this choice implies a riskier investment, it still looks
like a good way to play the complex European market when it comes to returns.
Another of our favourite funds for such markets is Invesco Pan European Structured
Equity managed by Michael Fraikin and Thorsten Paarmann. This duo has shown great
skill in difficult markets, and our quant models identify this fund as an effective play
when it comes to limiting drawdown and reducing volatility.
Delphi Nordic with Øyvind Fjell at the helm is a must-have when it comes to Nordic
equities. He, and the Delphi methodology, have shown exemplary skills navigating the
fund in the fragmented Nordic market, delivering stellar returns.

Jaroslav Machalicky

EFG Asset Management
Switzerland

This has been another interesting year for alternatives.
Until August, we had a high conviction in uncorrelated, carry
strategies, the M&A-oriented event driven space and low
net equity exposure managers. We liked volatility arbitrage and favoured convex
strategies at the beginning of the year. Events in August confirmed once again that
the quality of hedge fund managers comes from their ability to hedge, avoid crowded
trades and have a convex risk profile. Unfortunately, these first two criteria were
put to the test and we saw some managers with insufficient hedges and too many
crowded trades in their portfolios. Today, we focus on those managers who did not
hold crowded names or were even short. Indeed, many activist and M&A-focused
event-driven portfolios were dragged down due to these positions.
While the event-driven space remains challenging, we are looking ahead at
opportunities in the uncorrelated and alternative carry space, with a focus on volatility
arbitrage, forex trading and fixed income arbitrage. For 2016, we will favour managers
with low equity exposures, profiting from stock dispersion and tight risk limits. These
types of investment have probably been our best call of the year. Many of them reached
their capacity, which keeps us busy with finding new names in the space. The investment
environment ahead should be good for tight net exposures and managers with a lot of
optionality in their books and should favour relative value strategies in general.

Herbert Straif
Partner Bank
Austria

While we expect to see an upward trend in stock prices, bond
prices will continue to stay steady as a consequence of low
interest rates, despite an expected raise by the Fed. It seems that the market is nervous
judging by its increasing volatility. We think investors take the risks disproportionately
into account by weighting them too heavily and rejecting fairly-priced markets. Such
risks include possible deflation in the US, and the ongoing debt crisis in eurozone, which
is still a concern despite low interest rates and QE.
Elsehwhere, as we have seen in recent months, the future of the Chinese economy
is hanging like a sword of Damocles over investors. If the economic forecasts do not
match reality it will have a major impact on the financial markets. All in all, we expect
to see further positive effects and a stable development of the economy. Consequently,
we think that an experienced fund manager like Luca Pesarini could take advantage
of these trends. His Ethna AKTIV fund, has shown an impressive performance under
uncertain market conditions and volatile prices.
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France

Low interest rates and high volatility are likely to persist into
2016. Within this context decorrelated strategies will offer
a decent return. We have selected two specific funds in this
area. First, the Brandywine Global Credit Opportunities fund, which invests in
high-discount residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) and collateralised
loans. With its main exposure in Spain, the fund should be able to take advantage of
recovery in peripheral European economies. In addition, the LTRO programme run by
the ECB could help the RMBS market. These assets offer attractive expected returns
with a low correlation to other fixed income markets. The financial sector is also one
of the few that has provided visibility on further improving fundamentals. Spurred by
regulations such as Basel III and Solvency II, these issuers have had to strengthened
their capital and balance sheets with the hybrid debt issuance ‘Additional Tier 1’.
This debt also offers attractive valuations compared with other classes of traditional
bonds. However, Additional Tier 1 issuance remains complex and requires expertise.
In this space we prefer the Objectif Capital Fi fund managed by Lionel Clement and
François Lavier at Lazard Frères Gestion.

funds selectors are watching...

Source: Citywire

Funds

Managers

Alken Absolute Return Europe

Nicolas Walewski

Alken European Opportunities

Nicolas Walewski

Allianz Europe Equity Growth

Thorsten Winkelmann

BGF European Special Situations

Michael Constantis

Candriam Bonds Emerging Debt LC

Geneviève Hamende

Catella Nordic Long Short Equity

Ola Mårtensson & Martin Nilsson n/a

DB Platinum IV Systematic Alpha

n/a

Delphi Nordic

Øyvind Fjell

Fidelity FAST Europe – European Equity Anas Chakra
Fidelity Global Financial Services

Sotiris Boutsis

Fidelity Special Situations

Alex Wright

Henderson European

Tim Stevenson

Invesco Pan European Structured
Equity

Michael Fraikin &
Thorsten Paarmann

JO Hambro European Select Values

Robrecht Wouters

Jupiter Dynamic Bond

Ariel Bezalel

Legg Mason Brandywine Global Credit
Opportunities

Regina Borromeo, Gary Herbert,
Brian Kloss, Tracy Chen

Luca Pesarini

Ethna AKTIV

Citywire rating

n/a
n/a
n/a

(both)

(except Chen)

Majedie Tortoise

Matthew Smith & Tom Morris

Melchior European Absolute Return

Leonard Charlton

Objectif Capital Fi

Lionel Clement &
François Lavier

Oddo European Banks

Alain Dupuis

Oyster Market Neutral Plus

Stefano Girola & Giacomo
Picchetto

n/a

Pensato Europa Absolute Return

Graham Clapp

n/a

PineBridge India Equity

Elizabeth Soon

Ruffer Total Return International

Alex Lennard & Jacques Hirsch

Schroder UK Absolute Dynamic

Paul Marriage & John Warren

Threadneedle UK Absolute Alpha

Mark Westwood & Chris Kinder

UBS European Opportunity
Unconstrained

Max Anderl

Vontobel Eastern European Bond

Daniel Karnaus

Wells Fargo China Equity

Anthony Cragg

(Smith)
n/a
(Clement)
(Lavier)

(both)
n/a
(Westwood)

n/a

